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Book Title: Yellow Fang’s Secret
By Erin Hunter
Yellow Fang’s Secret is the latest book in the Warrior Super Edition series
by American author Erin Hunter. It is about a grey she-cat who can feel
other cats’ pain, so she has to become a medicine cat, A medicine cat
heals their clan mates. The sad part is the medicine cats are not allowed a
mate and kittens. Before becoming a medicine cat, she was a dedicated
warrior, who would defend her clan at all costs. She secretly had a mate,
Ragged Star, and they had kittens. One of these kittens, Broken Star
becomes leader of Shadow Clan, and exiles Yellow Fang. For a while she

was a rogue, and then, found by Fire Paw, she joins Thunder Clan. This book follows the
exciting tale of Yellow Fang going to her next adventure in a new clan.
I love this book so much. I suggest this to people who like cats, plants and adventures.
I love this book, I give it 5 stars!
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Shadow by Micheal Morpurgo - a book review.
Ahmen, a teenage boy from Afghanistan, gets taken to prison to get sent
back to his country. There is a protest to stop the imprisonment and against
sending them back to their country.  Polly, a military sniffer dog, befriends
Ahmen and his family. They are unaware of her ability to search out
landmines. Polly saves the family and some English soldiers from stepping
on a landmine, Polly has sniffed out the most mines in the army.
Polly is my favorite character in the book because she leads the way and
sniffs the side of the road all the way.
I would recommend this novel to ages 7+ because it is an enjoyable read
and there are some really good moments of action. And some ups and
downs.
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